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 “ORMAMACCHINE S.p.A.” is one of the woodworking machinery leading 
manufacturer. 
With the regard to the production of laminated panel with FLUID HEATED 
PRESSES and  RF PRESSES,  the Ormamacchine range available for 
customers is a very large one, starting from the simple NPC/L up to the LS/V, the 
top model.  On all our edge gluing presses the glue can be  spread automatically 
onto the lay-up table without any operator intervention. This results both in an even 
distribution of the glue, that means higher consistency of the panel quality, and in 
less glue waste up to 30% if compared with a manual system. 
   
The through feed jointing presses type LS/ECO  have been studied and designed 
to joint boards to make up wide panels which can be used as cabinet tops, pine 
furniture, formworks etc. 
LS lines are available in different versions: from the standard one with loading unit, 
press and unloading unit, to more complicated and automatic versions with 
different loading units, glue spreaders, boards compositions systems, unloading 
units with lengthwise and crosswise cutting, heating systems by water, thermal oil, 
electric platens or high frequency.  
With such a line it is possible to exploit every ledge, even with different lengths that 
otherwise couldn't be used and should be wasted.  
 
Main points of all LS lines are : 
- press with heated platens (by water, thermal oil, steam,   electric platens, high 

frequency):  they speed up the  joint of boards; 
- set of side pistons (horizontal thrust): exerting high   side pressure it allows a 

proper,  lasting in time joint  of boards; 
- set of vertical pistons (to drive up and down the platen and to get it under 

pressure): it guarantees the flatness of the final board; 
- back pressor (it locks the last line of boards contrasting the side pressure): it 

allows productions of unlimited panels. 

 


